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ABSTRACT: we propose a skin classification method exploiting faces and bodies automatically
detected in the image, to adaptively initialize individual ad hoc skin classifiers. Each classifier is
initialized by a face and body couple or by a single face, if no reliable body is detected. Thus, the
proposed method builds an ad hoc skin classifier for each person in the image, resulting in a
classifier less dependent from changes in skin color due to tan levels, races, genders, and
illumination conditions. The experimental results on a heterogeneous data set of labeled images
show that our proposal outperforms the state-of-the-art methods, and that this improvement is
statistically significant.
I.
Introduction
Face location can be used to design a video
camera system that tracks a person's face in
a room. It can be used as part of an
intelligent vision system or simply in video
surveillance. Although the research on face
segmentation has been pur-sued at a feverish
pace, there are still many problems yet to be
fully and convincingly solved as the level of
difficulty of the problem depends highly on
the complexity level of the image content
and its application, In this paper, we will
discuss the color analysis approach to face
segmentation. The discussion includes the
derivation of a universal model of human
skin color, the use of appropriate color
space, and the limitations of color
segmentation. We then present a practical
solution to the face-segmentation problem.
This includes how to derive a robust skincolor reference map and how to overcome
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the limitations of color segmentation. In
addition to face segmentation In this paper
we present an adaptive skin classification
method where individual skin classifiers are
initialized by a face and body couple or by a
single face, if no reliable body is detected.
The main contributions of this work are:
− The use of both face and body detection to
provide more reliable initialization for the
ad-hoc individual skin classifier with respect
to that initialized using face detection alone.
Different strategies for selecting skin pixels
from detected bodies to be used as training
sets are investigated.
− The design of an adaptive computational
method that does not make any assumption
about the presence of reliable faces/bodies in
the image. Given an input image the
proposed method adaptively chooses
between an a priori defined skin classifier
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and ad-hoc skin classifiers based on face and
body detection.An extensive comparison of
the proposed method with respect to the
state-of-the-art on a heterogeneous dataset
containing
images
acquired
under
uncontrolled lighting conditions has been
carried out. The statistical significance of
the improvements obtained by our proposal
are assessed using a nonparametric
statistical test.This paper is organized as
follows. The color analysis approach to face
segmentation is presented in Section II. In
Section III, we present our contributions to
this field of research, which include our
proposed skin-color reference map and
methodology to face segmentation. The
simulation results of our proposed algorithm
along with some discussion is provided in
Section IV. This is followed by Section V,
which describes a video coding technique
that uses the face-segmentation results. The
conclusions and further research directions
are presented in Section VI.
II. THE PROPOSED APPROACH
The proposed skin classification method
builds an ad-hoc skin classifier for each
person automatically detected in the image.
It exploits faces to initialize the individual
ad-hoc skin classifiers, that are then
reinitialized if related bodies are detected.
The output of the individual classifiers are
then combined to obtain the final skin mask.
If the face detector does not find any face,
an a-priori defined skin classifier in the state
of the art is used. The flowchart of the
proposed method is shown in Figure 1.
There are two main blocks: the former
concerning the detection of faces and
bodies, the latter devoted to the skin
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classification. The output of the individual
skin classifiers are pooled and refined to
produce the final skin mask. All the
parameters that are used in the processing
blocks and that do not vary on the basis of
the actual face and body detected, are found
by optimization on a labeled dataset of
training images.

Fig. 1. Operation flowchart of our automatic
adaptive skin classification method.
. Face-Segmentation Algorithm
In this section, we present our methodology
to perform face segmentation. Our proposed
approach is automatic in the sense that it
uses
an
unsupervised
segmentation
algorithm, and hence no manual adjustment
of any design parameter is needed in order
to suit any particular input image. Moreover,
the algorithm can be implemented in real
time, and its un-derlying assumptions are
minimal. In fact, the only principal
assumption is that the person's face must be
present in the given image, since we are
locating and not detecting whether there is a
face. Thus, the input information required by
the algorithm is a single color image that
consists of a head-and-shoulders view of the
person and a background scene, and the
facial region can be as small as only a 32 32
pixels window (or 1%) of a CIF-size (352
288) input image. The format of the input
image is to follow the YCrCb color space,
based on the reason given in the previous
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section. The spatial sampling frequency
ratio of Y, Cr, and Cb is 4 : 1 : 1. So, for a
CIF-size image, Y has 288 lines and 352
pixels per line, while both Cr and Cb have
144 lines and 176 pixels per line. The
algorithm consists of five operating stages,
as outlined in Fig. 5. It begins by employing
a low-level process like color segmentation
in the first stage, then uses higher level
opera-tions that involve some heuristic
knowledge about the local connectivity of
the skin-color pixels in the later stages.
Thus, each stage makes full use of the result
yielded by its preceding stage in order to
refine the output result. Consequently, all
the stages must be carried out progressively
according to the given sequence. A detailed
description of each stage is presented below.
For illustration purposes, we will use a
studio-based head-and-shoulders image
called Miss America to present the
intermediate results obtained from each
stage of the algorithm. This input image is
shown in Fig.

Color Analysis
The use of color information has been
introduced to the face-locating problem in
recent years, and it has gained increasing
attention since then. Some recent
publications that have reported this study
include The color information is typically
used for region rather than edge
segmentation. We classify the region
segmentation into two general approaches,
as illustrated in Fig. 5.1. One approach is to
employ color as a feature for partitioning an
image into a set of homogeneous regions
The other approach, however, makes use of
color as a feature for identifying a specific
object in an image. In this case, the skin
color can be used to identify the human face.
This is feasible because human faces have a
special color distribution that differs
significantly (although not entirely) from
those of the background objects. Hence this
approach requires a color map that
models
the
skin-color
distribution
characteristics.

fig. 5.1. The use of color information for
region segmentation.
Vol 07 Issue03, Mar 2018
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· YCrCb:
This is yet another hardware-oriented model.
However, unlike the RGB space, here the
luminance
is
separated
from
the
chrominance data. The Y value repre-sents
the luminance (or brightness) component,
while the Cr and Cb values, also known
asthe color difference signals, represent the
chrominance component of the image.
The skin color segmentation in applied to
YCbCr color space. So first of all RGB
color space is converted to YCbCr color
space. Y represents the luminance and Cb
and Cr represents chrominance. The RGB
color space is converted to YCbCr color
space using the following equation:

Fig5. 4. Foreman and Carphone images, and
their color segmentation results, obtained by
using the same predefined skin-color map.
A.Color Space
An image can be presented in a number of
different colorspace models · RGB:
This stands for the three primary colors: red,
green, and blue. It is a hardwareoriented
model and is well known for its colormonitor display purpose.
· HSV:
An acronym for hue-saturation-value. Hue is
a color attribute that describes a pure color,
while saturation defines the relative purity
or the amount of white light mixed with a
hue; value refers to the brightness of the
image. This model is commonly used for
image analysis.
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………(1)
The skin color segmentation is used to
classify the pixel as skin pixel or non-skin
pixel. As or hand is connected component
made of skin pixels we will get the hand
after skin color segmentation. Steps for skin
color segmentation:
1. The first step in skin color segmentation
to specify the range for the skin pixels in
YCbCr color space.

………….(2)
2. Find the pixels (p) that are in the range
defined above:is lower and upper bound for
Cb component.
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……..(3)
Limitations of Color Segmentation
In addition to poor color contrast, there are
other limitations of color segmentation when
an input image is taken in some particular
lighting conditions. The color process will
encounter some difficulty when the input
imag
n the subject's face due to
reflection of intense lighting;
the use of strong directional lighting that has
partially blackened the facial region;
Note that these types of images (particularly
in cases 1 and 2) are posing great technical
challenges not only to the color
segmentation approach but also to a wide
range of other face- segmentation
approaches, especially those that utilize edge
image, intensity image, or facial featurepoints extraction.
. Stage Two-Density Regularization
This stage considers the bitmap produced by
the previous stage to contain the facial
region that is corrupted by noise. The noise
may appear as small holes on the facial
region due to undetected facial features such
as eyes and mouth, or it may also appear as
objects with skin-color appearance in the
background
scene.
Therefore,
this
stageperforms
simple
morphological
operations such as dilation to fill in any
small hole in the facial area and erosion to
remove any small object in the background
area. The intention is not necessarily to
remove the noise entirely but to reduce its
Vol 07 Issue03, Mar 2018

amount and size To distinguish between
these two areas, we first need to identify
regions of the bitmap that have higher
probability of being the facial region. The
probability measure that we used is derived
from our observation that the facial color is
very uniform, and therefore the skin-color
pixels belonging to the facial region will
appear in a large cluster, while the skincolor pixels belonging to the background
may appear as large clusters or small
isolated objects. Thus, we study the density
distribution of the skin-color pixels detected
in stage one. An array of density values,
called density map , is computed as

2

Fig.5. 8.Bitmap produced by stage two.
Stage Three—Luminance Regularization
We have found that in a typical videophone
image, the brightness is nonuniform
throughout the facial region, while the
background region tends to have a more
even distribution of brightness. Hence,
based on this characteristic, background
region that was previously detected due to
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its skin-color appearance can be further
eliminated The bit map three stages, donter
bit map O(x,y) derived in as

noise appearing on the facial region is filled
in and that isolated noise objects on the
background are removed. We then
commence the horizontal scanning process
on the ªfilteredº bitmap. We search for any
short continuous run of pixels that are
assigned with the value of one. For a CIFsize image, the threshold for a group of
connected pixels to

Fig. 5.10. Bitmap produced by stage four.

Fig.5. 9. Bitmap produced by stage three.
Stage four Geometric Correction
We performed a horizontal and vertical
scanning process to identify the presence
of any odd structure in the previously
obtained bitmap, , and subsequently
removed it. This is to ensure that a correct
geometric shape of the facial region is
obtained. However, prior to the scanning
process, we will attempt to further remove
any more noise by using a technique O3
(x,y) detected pixel if there are more than
three other pixels, in its local 3 3
neighborhood, with the same value. At the
same time, a pixel in with a value of zero
will be reconverted to a value of one (i.e., as
a potential pixel of the facial region) if it is
surrounded by more than five pixels, in its
local 3 3 neighborhood, with a value of one.
These simple procedures will ensure that
Vol 07 Issue03, Mar 2018

Fig. 5.11. Bitmap produced by stage
five.
The proposed skin-color reference map is
intended to work on a wide range of skin
color, including that of people of European,
Asian, and African decent. Therefore, to
show that it works on subject with skin color
other than white (as is the case with the Miss
America image), we have used the same
map to perform the color-segmentation
process on subjects with black and yellow
skin color. The results obtained were very
good, as can be seen in Fig. 15. The skincolor pixels were correctly identified, in
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both input images, with only a small amount
of noise appearing, as expected, in the facial
regions and background scenes, which can
be removed by the remaining stages of the
algorithm.

Fig. 5.12. Results produced by the colorsegmentation process in stage one and the
final output of the face segmentation
algorithm.
Face Detection
A proper and efficient face detection
algorithm always enhances the performance
of face recognition systems. Various
algorithms are proposed for face detection
such as Face geometry based methods,
Feature Invariant methods, Machine
learning based methods. Out of all these
methods
segmentation
proposed
a
framework which gives a high detection rate
and is also fast algorithm is efficient for real
time application as it is fast and robust.
Hence we chose face detection algorithm
which makes use of Integral Image learning
algorithm as classifier. We observed that
this algorithm gives better results in
different lighting conditions and we
combined multiple haar classifiers to
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achieve a better detection rates up to an
angle of 30 degrees.

5.13 Figure: system architecture
5.5 Database Development
As we chose biometric based system
enrollment of every individual is required.
This database development phase consists of
image capture of every individual and
extracting the bio-metric feature, in our case
it is face, and later it is enhanced using
preprocessing techniques and stored in the
database. In our project we have taken the
images of individuals in different angles,
different expressions and also in different
lighting conditions. A database of 80
individuals (NITW-database) with 20
images of each has been collected for this
project. Figure 2 shows few extracted and
pre-processed faces stored in the database.
5.6 Feature Extraction
The performance of a Face Recognition
system also depends upon the feature
extraction and their classification to get the
accurate results. Feature extraction is
achieved using feature based techniques or
holistic techniques. In some holistic
techniques we can make use of
dimensionality
reduction
before
classification. We compared the results of
different holistic approaches usedFor feature
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extraction and classification in real time
scenario Normally the textures may be
random but with the consistent properties.
Such Textures can be described by their
statistical properties. Moment of intensity
plays a major role in describing the Texture
in a region. Suppose in a region we
construct the histogram of the intensities
then the moments of the 1-D (one
dimensional) histogram can be computed.
The mean intensity which we have discussed
is the first moment. The variance describes
how similar the intensities are within the
region then this variance is the second
central moment.and they mainly do statistics
for the first order, second-order and thirdorder moment of each color component. For
image retrieval, the color moment is a
simple and effective representative method
of color features. Such color moment as
first-order (mean) and second (variance) and
third-order (gradient), is proved to be very
effective in presenting color distribution of
images. The three colors moments are
defined with figures.
Load the database

Select the input
Vol 07 Issue03, Mar 2018

Input image

Extracted skin region

Face segemented image
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Output

CONCLUSION
We proposed a methodology to perform face
recognition under the combined effects of
non-uniform blur, illumination, and pose.
We showed that the set of all images
obtained by non-uniformly blurring a given
image using the TSF model is a convex set
given by the convex hull of warped versions
of the image. Capitalizing on this result, we
initially proposed a non-uniform motion
blur-robust face recognition algorithm
NUMOB. We then showed that the set of all
images obtained from a given image by
nonuniform blurring and changes in
illumination forms a bi-convex set, and used
this result to develop our non-uniform
motion blur and illumination-robust
algorithmMOBIL. We then extended the
capability of MOBIL to handle even nonfrontal faces by transforming the gallery to a
new pose. We established the superiority of
this method called MOBILAP over
contemporary
techniques.
Extensive
experiments were given on synthetic as well
as real face data. The limitation of our
Vol 07 Issue03, Mar 2018

approach is that significant occlusions and
large changes in facial expressions cannot be
handled.
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